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North American Business Press, United States, 2013. Hardback. Book Condition: New. 236 x 163
mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Integrity is important to me,
so essential to my life that I decided to write my own prefatory comments rather than ask someone
else. I was blessed with a mother and father of integrity in the sense of honesty and trustworthiness.
Throughout childhood, adolescence, and early adulthood, my understanding of integrity was
limited to this selfsame sense of fair dealing with people. After taking my doctorate in economics at
the University of Virginia, I began a career in academics, eventually a fifteen-year stint as a business
school dean at three different universities. In 1971, I began a robust management consulting
practice alongside my academic career. Consulting reshaped my understanding and sense of
integrity. Working with companies to improve productivity, cost, and profit as well as to facilitate
strategic planning, I became concerned about organizational integrity, actually appalled at lapses
in organizational integrity that I observed. This concern led to more thinking about integrity itself.
First, I realized that integrity comes from the same Latin root as integer, meaning a whole number. I
then realized that...
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Definitely one of the better ebook I have possibly read through. It usually will not charge excessive. You wont feel monotony at anytime of your own time
(that's what catalogues are for regarding if you check with me).
-- Prof. Jean Dare-- Prof. Jean Dare

An incredibly wonderful ebook with perfect and lucid explanations. I really could comprehended every little thing using this written e publication. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Tomas Flatley-- Tomas Flatley
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